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INNOVATIVE OPEN-CYCLE OTEC
DESIGNS TESTED AT SERI
Ongoing research into open-cycle OTEC
systems at the Solar Energy Research I nstitute (SERI) continues to advance the
feasibility of this alternative to closedcycle systems. Open-cycle OTEC utilizes
seawater as its working fluid, eliminating
the need for the heat exchangers which
represent a significant cost factor in the
closed-cycle plants.
In the past open-cycle research at SE R I
has focused on two distinct systems: the
Claude cycle and the hydraulic cycle. The
Claude cycle, initially developed by French
pioneer Georges Claude in 1930, utilizes a
low-pressure steam formed by the evaporation of warm seawater. Researchers at
SERI have developed an innovative method
for facilitating the evaporation and condensation of the seawater working fluid.
In the SERI publication" In Review"
(January/February 1982) Dr. David Johnson discusses the new falling-jet evaporator. The falling-jet evaporator and direct-contact condenser have heat-transfer

characteristics approximately one order of
magnitude better than the surface-contact
heat exchangers of the closed-cycle system. The falling-jet evaporator operates
via the gravitational pulling of the warm
water through an array of large chests or
tubes with slotted bottoms (see Figure 1).
A portion of the resultant spray is flashevaporated and becomes the working fluid.
In the condenser, a cold-water spray
provides the surface on which the working
fluid will condense. The large volumes of
water required for this system necessitate
the development of an efficient waterdistribution system.
Experimental work is being conducted
at SERI on the performance of the fallingjet evaporator and condenser, as well as on
the water-distribution system. Results of
these tests will be used to produce a conceptual design for fu II-scale open-cycle
heat exchangers.
Despite the attractiveness of not need(continued on Page 2)

Figure 1. Falling jets in full-scale section of an open-cycle OTEC evaporator.
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Tidal Power
NOVA SCOTIA TIDAL-POWER
PROJECT ON SCHEDULE
The first tidal-power station in North
America is scheduled to be operational in
May 1983, just three years after construction was commenced. The plant is situated
at Annapolis Royal on the lower reaches of
the Annapolis River in Northwestern Nova
Scotia. The 20-megawatt power plant is
being built at a cost of $50 million, according to Project Manager DeLory at the
Nova Scotia Power Corporation. Electricity produced by the power station will be
transmitted to a nearby high-voltage grid
which extends from Labrador to New York
State and beyond.
In a tidal-power plant, the kinetic energy of the water flow is converted into
mechanical energy (torque) in a turbine
and then into electrical energy in a generator. The water flow is caused by the
gravitational pull of the moon and sun,
and thus tidal power can be considered
solar ocean energy.
The potential for tidal power in the
Bay of Fundy (into which the Annapolis
River runs) has long been known because
of the large range of flows. Studies have
been conducted periodically since 1944,
but the cost effectiveness of tidal power
in the area has only recently been realized
due to technological breakthroughs and
a corresponding increase in other energy
costs.
The Annapolis Royal tidal plant uses a
Straflo-brand axial-flow turbine with rimtype generator. The turbine is based on
a design originally patented in 1919 and
modernized in 1974 by Escher Wyss Ltd
of Zurich. These turbines operate under
low heads and are ideally su ited to tidal
and run-of-river applications. The Annapolis Straflo turbine has six blades, is 7.6
meters in diameter (equal to the largest of
its type in the world), and will operate under a tide-head range of 4.4 meters (neap)
to 8.7 meters (spring).
The turbine is a single-effect unit (operating in only one direction of tidal flow)
designed to generate power during discharge from the reservoir into the sea. The
project is considered a pilot project for the
purpose of evaluating the operational performance of the large Straflo turbine and
the potential of such turbines for other
projects in the Bay of Fundy area.
The Annapolis site was considered ideal
(continued on Page 3)
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ing expensive surface-contact heat exchangers, the Claude cycle requ ires larger
turbines than have ever been built, due
to the low "pressure of the working-fluid
Liaison
vapor. The hydraulic cycle, on the other
hand, will utilize hydraulic turbines such
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tric plants. Research at SE R I has concentrated on a system known as the mist-lift
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The concept is schematically illustrated in
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sizes. Another multiple-drop-size model
(the MDS-8) was developed to permit consideration of collision-induced breakup of
the drops in addition to coalescence. Finally, a single-drop-size transient model
(the SDT) was developed to permit study
of the transient response of a mist-lift
plant to perturbations in the operating
conditions.
The results of this analysis are encouraging. The MDS-C model predicted that
growth of large drops due to the coalescence of smaller drops would have a significant negative impact on the performance of the plant. However when the
MDS-8 model was applied, the breakup
of those large drops and their falling at
less than terminal velocity-due to the
collision with smaller, faster drops-led
to the conclusion that drop growth would
not be as significant a problem as earlier
predictions ind icated.
The SDS model demonstrated that the
overall efficiency of the system can be improved by optimizing the injector and Iifttube design, as well as by varying the inlet
pressure under changing conditions. In addition, the SDT-model results led to the
conclusion that the mist Iift appears to be
stable enough to follow changes in operational conditions which may occur over
time.
Further research into the mist-lift cycle
should focus on the development of more
sophisticated models and the collection
of experimental data. At this point much
more is understood about the operation
and performance of the Claude cycle than
about that of the hydraulic cycle. Continued research on Claude-cycle systems
will focus on maximizing evaporator performance and development of a more efficient water-distribution system.
Copies of the Davenport report may
be obtained from the National Technical
Information Service, US Department of
Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161, at $7.25 for a printed
copy and $3 for a microfiche .

Discharge
Cold
Hydraulic
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Figure 2. Schematic of a mist-lift open-cycle OTEC plant.
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UNIQUE STUDY COMPARES
OTEC WITH OTHER
POWER SOURCES
A comparative economic analysis of
OTEC and other power sources covering
the period from 1980 through 2000 has
been completed by Dr. James Marsh of
the University of Hawaii's Department
of Business Economics and Quantitative
Methods. The study, entitled "Economic
Viability of OTEC", includes the observation that a highly favorable economic
climate exists for OTEC commercialization
in that time frame.
The statistical study had two objectives.
The first was to determine the economic
viability of OTEC in comparison to its
competitors : coal, oil, and nuclear power
sources. The second goal was to determine
OTEC's competitive potential in comparison with that of power plants located in
the Gulf and Southern states. These areas,
which might eventually be served by OTEC
plants, represent a large enough market to
attract sufficient capital for earlier OTEC
development in other, smaller market areas
such as Hawaii .
In other words, if OTEC is viable only
in smaller markets, such as tropical islands,
then sufficient capital may not be available
to see development through initial commercialization. Conversely, if OTEC is
deemed viable in the large and growing
Gulf states market, a robust OTEC industry is highly probable, according to Marsh.
(It should be noted here that the study
looked only at electricity production, and
did not consider other OTEC products or
by-products such as ammonia, fresh water,
aquaculture, or cooling water.)
The study consisted of two phases. The
first involved the comparison of 29 independent published studies on the economics of oil, coal, nuclear, and OTEC power
production. The second involved the verification of the estimates (excluding OTEC)

on the basis of empirical data from four
sources (Moody's, the National Coal Institute, DOE, and William E. Mooz). The verification of the estimates was successful
acco?ding to the results of the study.
Each of the 29 sources used in the first
phase of the study was based on its own
set of assumptions regarding plant scale,
fuel-cycle problems, interest rates, capitalrecovery factors, and the like. In addition,
each was written in favor of or in opposition to the various power options, and thus
contained its own set of biases. Through the
adoption of a standard set of assumptions,
all of the estimates were recalculated, thus
eliminating the systematic sources of differences between estimates as far as possible.
The cost estimates were categorized by
year (in five--year increments from 1980
through 2000), by power source (coal , oil,
nuclear, and OTEC), and by assumptions
concerning" environmental and other constraints". This latter category included such
variables as mandatory scrubbers, nuclear
moratoriums, high-cost uranium, and unanticipated delays in construction . The
means and variances were computed for
each power source and year. Finally, standard tests were conducted to determine the
signficance of any differences which might
exist between the OTEC mean cost and the
other means.
The results of the unconstrained-case
analysis indicated that oil will be significantly less costly than OTEC and the other
sources through the year 2000. Coal may
be less costly, but the difference ceased
to be significant as early as 1980. Nuclear
power is also less costly, but by 1995 the
difference in comparison to OTEC will no
longer be significant.
When the environmental and other constraints were considered, OTEC emerged as
being significantly less costly than coal and
generally but not significantly less costly
than oil and nuclear. However this latter

TABLE 1
Costs at Capacity (mills/kwh)

A.
YEAR

~

1980
1985
1990
1995
2000.

76.64
104.54
136.80
174. 49
219.33

Q.!.!:
64.78
88.75
116.46
148.92
187 . 66

B.

1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

101.85
136.75
177.95
227.07
286.50

§8i

62 . 58
84.52
110 . 59
141. 79
179.81

FOSSIL

64 . 96
88.71
116.33
148. 74
187 . 53

GUbf
65.21
87.54
114.17
146.19
185.32

NUCLEAR

46.71
61.86
79.07
99.06
122.20

2m
67.9
93.3
118.9
144.9
171.1

Costs at Actual Levels em; 11 s/kwh)

85 . 82
115.60
150.81
192 . 81
243.73
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85.03
113 . 20
146.98
186.61
239 . 63

87 . 58
117. 62
153.26
195.94
247.83

Chicago 60605

82.39
109 . 49
142.22
182.03
231.11
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54 . 49
71.85
91.90
115 . 54
143 . 37

67.9
93.3
118.9
144 . 9
171.1

comparison is affected by a built-in bias
favoring OTEC, since knowledge concerning the environmental costs and other constraints on OTEC is uncertain at this time.
The second phase of the study is an empirical verification of the first , utilizing the
independent statistical analysis of a sevenyear time-series panel of 194 power plants,
giving a total sample size of 1358 cases. The
data sources gave a full set of observations
on capacities, capital costs, output, quantities of fuel used, heat rates, fuel costs per
kilowatt-:hour, labor costs, capacity factors,
and the like. Also, since there often were
several data sources, there were several estimates of each variable, enabling Marsh to
obtain low, medium, and high estimates
of all the significant variables.
Both output capacity and actual power
produced were examined. The former was
generally greater than the latter due to
various causes, implying that capacity costs
were generally lower than actual costs.
Clearly, this empirical verification could
not include OTEC power, as no OTEC
electricity has yet been produced commercially.
The conclusion reached by this second
phase of the study is that the cost estimates of the first phase were more than
corroborated. Using the lowest cost estimates obtained in the data analysis and the
corresponding OTEC cost figures, Table 1
was constructed. Part A, showing minimum
cost estimates at capacity, indicates that
OTEC appears to be competitive with all
the other options except nuclear power.
When compared to actual costs (Part B),
this conclusion is even more pronounced .
Marsh observes, however, that nuclear
power costs might be raised as much as
20% by moratoriums, fuel-cycle problems,
and waste-storage problems, thus boosting
nuclear costs into the range of the others.

A second conclusion of the study is that
the Gulf states, especially the industrialized
areas of Texas, Florida, and Louisiana, are
definitely large potential market areas for
DTEC electricity.
The paper, completed in 1981, has not
yet been published. Draft copies can be
obtained by writing the author: Dr. James
Marsh, Department of Business Economics
and Quantitative Methods, University of
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
~

(continued f rom Page 1 )

for the pilot project because the estuary
had already been closed off from the sea
by a causeway constructed for agricultural
and flood-control purposes. The rock-f ill
dam was built over a collapsed bridge and
measures 225 meters long by 18 to 60
meters wide (at high and low tide). Sluice
gates are now used to maintain reservoir
levels and control intrusion of seawater at
high tides to prevent flooding.
The plant and sluice gates will be remote-controlled from the regional control
center located at the Hell's Gate Hydro
Station about 100 kilometers to the northeast. During the high-tide period seawater
Page 3
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will be sluiced into the reservoir through
the sluice gates in the water~control structure as well as through the turbine water
passage. During the low-tide period the
slu ice gates will be in their closed position,
while the turbine will be operating to generate power when the differential head between reservoir and sea exceeds 1.4 meters.
During the average tidal cycle the unit will
be operating for about six hours, sluicing
for about three hours, and at standstill for
about three and a half hou rs.
Since the flow of water in the basin is
already artificially regulated, environmental
impacts are expected to be minimal.
Future plans include raising capital for
construction of a 5,000-megawatt modular project further up the Bay of Fundy,
where heads are higher. This project, expected to cost about $23 billion, will take
12 years to complete after capital is raised .
The earliest date this could be on-line is
1995. There are also other sites in the Bay
being actively considered for tidal-power
projects.

US GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT INVITATIONS
AND CONTRACT AWARDS
Listed below are procurement invitations and contract awards related to OTEC
in particular and ocean resources in general
culled from the Commerce Business Daily.
This is not to be construed, however, as a
complete list.
May 25: Engineering and Design Services for Support of the Transportable
Towed Underwater Measuring System:
Negotiations will be conducted on a solesource basis with Gould Defense Systems
I ncorporated, Defense Electronics Division,
Glen Burnie, Maryland, for RFP N0016782-R-0185. David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Bethesda,
Maryland 20084, Attention Nancy Ashpes,
Code 5322, (202) 227-3475.
May 27: Closed-Cycle Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion (OTEC) Pilot Plant:
Contract DE-AC-01-82-CE-30716, for
$420,000, has been awarded to the Ocean
Thermal Corporation of New York City.
The original solicitation number was DEPN01-80-CS-80000. US Department of
Energy, Office of Procu rement Operations, Washington DC 20585.
Jun 1: Continued Research Concerning
Physical Oceanography, Oceanic Biology,
Marine Geology and Geophysics, and Underwater Acoustics: Contract N0001480-C-0252, May 5th, 1982 (no RFPl, for
$1,160,754, has been awarded to the Regents of the University of Washington,
201 Administration Building, AG-50, Seattle, Washington 98195. Office of Naval
Research, 800 North Quincy Street, Arlington, Virginia 22217.
Jun 1: Further Research on Gulf
Stream Fluctuations: Contract N0001477-C-0354, May 4th, 1982 (no RFP), for
$254,135, has been awarded to the Un iPage 4

versity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina 27514. Office of Naval
Research, 800 North Quincy Street, Arlington, Virginia 22217.
JWl 1: Sea Use Marine Services Development Group: Contract NA-82-SAC00649, April 16th, 1982, for $33,174,
has been awarded to the Sea Use Foundation, 1101 Seattle Tower, Seattle, Washington 88101. US Department of Commerce, Washington DC 20230.
Jun 2: Investigate Thermocline Mixing
Waves: Negotiations are to be conducted
with Fluid Sciences, 5871 Aylesboro Avenue, Pittsbu rgh, Pennsylvania 15217. See
Note 46. Office of Naval Research, 800
North Quincy Street, Arlington, Virginia
22217.
Jun 2: High-Reynolds-Number WaveForce Investigation in a Wave Flume: 1.
Design, fabrication, and installation of a
test cylinder in a wave flume which is capable of obtaining specified force, moment,
and pressure measurements. 2 . Wave tank
investigation to measure the total force,
total moment, local force, and local pressure and kinematics fields for a smooth
vertical cylinder subjected to a wide variety of wave loading. 3. Data analysis and
comparison of state-of-the-art wave-force
models and wave-kinematics models to the
measured data. The product of this effort
shall be a comprehensive report document.
Services will be provided under a firm
fixed-price contract with an estimated
level of effort of 850 direct labor hours.
The contract period will be 270 calendar
days. Evaluation factors (in descending
order of importance) are: 1. Previous experience in large-wave-flume modeling of
ocean structures over a wide range of Reynolds numbers up to and including 105.
The modeling experience shall also include
experience in the measurement of wave
kinematics, wave profiles, and applied
structural loads, and data acquisition, storage, reduction, and analysis. 2. Demonstrated access to a wave-flume facility
capable of producing Reynolds numbers
in excess of 2 x 10", Keulegan-Carpenter
numbers over the fu II range from 4 to 20,
and ratios of vertical to horizontal waterparticle orbital velocities over the full
range from 0.3 to 1.0. 3. Previous experience in the application and use of analytical wave-force-prediction models, including Morison and Morison-derivative types
of equations. 4. Previous experience with
the formulation, use, and application of
linear and non-linear wave kinematics and
hydrodynamics theories. This experience
shall include demonstrated knowledge and
proficiency with stokes fifth order or the
symmetric dean stream function wave theories. 5. Previous experience with the timedomain and frequency-domain analyses of
random and simple harmonic monochromatic wave records. 6. Demonstrated efficiency in numerical analysis and numerical
modeling. Firms which meet the requirements described are invited to submit completed Forms SF 254 (unless already on
file with this office) and SF 255, US Gov-

ernment A- E Qualifications. Firms desiring
consideration are requested to submit appropriate data as described in Note 62 and
to indicate their size status on the SF 255.
This is not an R FP. No other general notification will be made: Firms responding to
this announcement within 14 calendar days
from the date of this ,announcement will be
considered. Direct all inquiries to Larry
Quinlan, 805-982-5506. Reference 828295. OICC, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Building 560-2, Code L23, Port
Hueneme, California 93043.
Jun 4: Perform Performance Testing
on Seawater Cooling Coils and Provide a
Report : Solicitation N00024-82-R-4424.
See Note 46. (148) Commander, Naval Sea
System Command, Washington DC 20362,
NAVSEA 0244, D. Tronic (202) 692-0204.
Jun 7: Technical Assessments for the
Office of Program Analysis in One of Six
Areas: (1) Wind Energy, (2) Solar Thermal
Conversion, (3) Photovoltaics, (4) Geothermal, (5) Energy Conversion and Conservation, and (6) Nuclear Waste Management: Th is procurement has been cleared
by the Small Business Utilization Office
and has been set aside as 60% small business. RFP DE-Ap-01-82-ER-30029. US
Department of Energy, Attention Document Control Specialist, PO Box 2500,
Washington DC 20013, (202) 252-1237.
Jun 10: Transport and Transfer Rates
in the Waters of the Continental Shelf:
Contract D E-AC - 02-76 - EV -02185.A010,
for $1,532,000, awarded to Columbia University, New York, New York 10027. US
Department of Energy, Chicago Operations
Office, 9800 South Cass Avenue, Argonne,
Illinois 60439.
Jun 10 : Continental Shelf Processes
Affecting the Oceanography of the South
Atlantic Bight: Contract Modification DEAS-09-76-EV-00902, May 26th, 1982, for
$409,500, awarded to North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, North Carolina
27650. US Department of Energy, Savannah River Operations Office, PO Box A,
Aiken, South Carolina 29801.
Jun 10: Co-ordination of Southeastern
Continental Shelf Studies: Contract Mod ification DE-AS-09-76- EV-00901, May
26th, 1982, for $543, 500, awarded to the
Skidaway Institute of Oceanography, PO
Box 13687, Savannah, Georgia 31406. US
Department of Energy, Savannah River Operations Office, PO Box A, Aiken, South '
Carolina 29801.
Jun 10: Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion Pilot Plant Project: Contract D E-AC01-82-CE-80000, for $1,860,806, awarded
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York 12345. US Department of
Energy, Office of Procurement Operations,
Washington DC 20585.
Jun 11: Conduct Research on Oceanic
Circulation: Contract N00014-82-C-0404,
May 18th, 1982 (no RFP), for $269,605,
awarded to Florida State University, 405
Westcott Building, Tallahassee, Florida
32306. Office of Naval Research, 800
North Quincy Street, Arlington, Virginia
22217.
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